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Background subtraction is one of the important image processing steps

for video surveillance and many computer vision problems such as

tracking & recognition. However, robust background subtraction that

adapts well to variable environment changes is highly computational

and consumed large amount of memory. Thus, its practical application

is often limited.

Here, we aimed to expand its usage and tackle vision problems that

requires high frame rate camera such as real-time sports analysis, real-

time object detection and recognition. Using recent advances in

accelerator hardware – NVIDIA Fermi Architecture and taking

advantage of heterogeneous computing , we are able to gain good

performance that allows to use in these practical applications.

Overview
CPU + GPU (Fermi)  Implementation
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Concurrent Kernel Execution
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Robust Background Subtraction

The robust background subtraction used in this work is proposed by

Liyuan et. al [1]. This is a probabilistic model that builds upon color

and gradient information from image sequences. Adapting to time-

evolving background and robust against imaging noises, the gradient

difference, background difference and temporal difference are

defined as:

where and are the directional gradients by the Sobel operator, M

is the local average window size, B(x,y,t) is the background reference

model at time instant t, F(u,v,t) is the video frame at time instant t.

Once the color & gradient information are extracted, binary

classifiers are applied to extract background from foreground based

on current probability models. The updated information is then fused

and refined to extract foreground blobs. Probability and background

models are updated based on these new background and foreground

information.

Multi-Core CPU versus Heterogeneous Computing

As the robust background subtraction is highly computational

expensive and memory exhaustive, large amount of systems

resources is needed for real-time processing in high frame rate

camera. This limits the number of higher level vision tasks that can

be explored in practical applications.

In order to resolve this issue, we migrate highly computational tasks

in robust background subtraction to process in GPUs. In this way,

CPU load is greatly lessen to allow more higher level vision tasks to

be applied practically.

Using the latest NVIDIA Fermi Architecture, we are able to run

multiple kernels concurrently with appropriate balance between

memory usage per kernel and concurrent threads execution. Thus,

enjoy good performance gain and applicable for practical

applications that needed high frame rate cameras.

Preliminary Experiment Results

1. Scaling up in large scale video surveillance

system

2. Migrating whole robust background

subtraction algorithm into GPU to minimize

slow data latency.

3. Dynamic load balancing of GPU kernels

4. Dynamic task scheduling of robust

background subtraction as a service.

Ongoing Process
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Manufacturer
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Performance / Cost

Full System Cost

(approx.)

Relative Speedup

Relative Perf./$

Intel

Xeon X5570

8

C/C++

2009

Intel

i3

4

C/C++

2010

NVIDIA

470

448

CUDA

2010

$1K

1x

1x

$10K

2.2x

0.22x

$1.4K

3x

2.14x

Intel

Xeon 5160

8

C/C++

2007

$6K

1.5x

0.25x


